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To the July edition of our What’s happening at Wecon Services “WHAWS”
newsletter. Spring has sprung and we have been very busy with a couple of great
new projects. With summer now well under way our installation crews are busy for
the next few months, but, as always we have some buffer to continue taking care of
your day to day requirements. Make sure you check out our updated web page for
all the latest news and events on a regular basis.

What’s Happening At Wecon Services
10 Year Anniversary
We are proud to acknowledge the 10-year anniversary of
Mr. Kurt Witteman. Kurt celebrated his ten-year
anniversary in May of this year. Kurt has played a major
roll in helping grow Wecon to where we are today as our
National Sales Manager. Most of you already know Kurt,
so join us in congratulating him on this great
achievement, if you have not had the pleasure of meeting
Kurt feel free to contact him anytime. Kurt can be
reached through the office anytime or at
kwitteman@weconservices.com
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It is that time of year again and we could not be more
excited! Our annual BBQ has become one of the highlights
of the summer for us; it gives us a chance to take a bit of
a break from our everyday hustle and bustle. It is also a
great opportunity for us to say “THANK-YOU” to all of our
loyal customers as well as suppliers. If you have not got
your official invite yet, make sure you contact us to get
your name on the list, and if you have already RSVP’ed,
we look forward to seeing you on July 17th.
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Next up on the list is our Annual Golf Tournament. This has also turned into a highly
anticipated annual event. This years big day is planned
for Wednesday August 20th at the Granite Ridge Golf Club,
www.golfgranite.com There will be an official invite going
out in the next couple of weeks, make sure you contact
us if you do not receive yours and are interested in
attending. We expect this year to fill up again, so don’t
hesitate.
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Enhancements to a recently installed automotive parts handling system are now
being used in Western Ontario
Sales of our new Dorner low profile conveyors are starting to take off thanks to
our knowledgeable sales professionals
A Western Canadian small parcel and letter sorting facility has started using a
new portable design that will be used as a standard all across the country in the
next short period of time
A major cosmetics distributor has just expanded their existing sortation facility
and upgraded the controls capability to allow for additional expansion if
necessary in the near future
A new in line check weighing system is now installed and running for a local steel
supply company in Brampton
Some of your favorite baked goods will soon be transported on a new vertical
conveyor then automatically inducted and sorted on the high speed sortation
equipment installed last year, production continues to grow at this Etobicoke
Bakery.
An automotive parts supplier in central Ontario is making use of some newly
installed components that streamline their existing operation
The design phase is now complete and manufacturing is underway for one of
North America’s largest suppliers of confectionary products. A new turnkey
system should be up and running in the fall that will gather, accumulate, sort,
palletize and wrap multiple products all automatically
An order fulfillment distribution center for all those products you see on the
infomercials late at night has taken advantage of some huge savings by using
some used equipment we were able to modify into exactly what they needed for
their order processing and shipping operation
Supply of some new heavy-duty tabletop conveyor is being used for a corrugate
processing system. These simple yet strong units were designed and
manufactured in our shop from start to finish in less than 4 weeks
Your favorite salad toppings will soon be conveyed and sorted on a newly
designed conveyor that will transport and sort by size at the same time
Installation is set to begin in the fall for a major apparel distribution center. The
new DC will make use of single selective racking, a three level pick tower, carton
flow, a material handling picking system, shipping and receiving conveyor and a
direct to compactor trash handling system
A central Ontario automation company is incorporating our new slip torque
Shuttleworth conveyor into their system design
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Turbocharge your Throughput
Sort your products at rates of up to 150 CPM and boost your throughput with the
TURBO Sortation System. The technologies and controls that make up the TURBO
System are designed to complement each other and provide you with excellent
performance.
• The WAVE Diverter uses unique WAVE technology to divert product at high rates
• The TURBO induction system minimizes gaps on-the-fly
• The WAVE Aligner technology positions cartons for "two
way" diverting while still maintaining gaps and rates
• The COMMANDER System Controls operate the TURBO
with optimum efficiency and precision

Reduce the total cost of Ownership
The TURBO Sortation System is the very best value in the 100-180 CPM sortation
range with many features that significantly reduce the total cost of ownership. No
other system in this throughput range can compete in either price or reliability with
the TURBO Sortation System.
• Eliminates the need for costly, high maintenance sliding shoe sortation
equipment
• Inherent compatibility of mechanical and control systems saves on engineering,
installation and commissioning costs
• Precise control results in less wear and fewer product jams
• Simple yet durable equipment design is forgiving under adverse conditions,
reducing downtime
• Controls use readily available components and standard software for cost
effectiveness and flexibility

You Get Complete Control
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COMMANDER Controls are designed to command the very best performance,
throughput and life from your TURBO Sortation System. Everything you need to
know about your system can be quickly accessed through the comprehensive
Visulation COMMANDER allowing you to respond quickly to almost any situation.
• System status and diagnostic information
. Next Issue
• Key performance indicators
We will talk about some more of
• System and device alarms
the new products available
• Remote access troubleshooting
• Mechanical and electrical layout drawings
We will look at a recent case
study
• Equipment manuals, spare parts lists and more
Summertime Fun

